XVI SUBIDA VERTICAL GRAN HOTEL BALI
LEGAL CONDITIONS - DISCLAIMER
FIRST: That I know and fully accept the Regulations of the sporting event called XVI GRAN
HOTEL BALI VERITICAL RISE, to be held on 15 June 2019. This Regulation is exposed in the
web www.subidagranhotelbali.com and in www.cronorunner.com.
SECOND: I am aware that the safe practice of this sport requires frequent training and personal
discipline from the practitioner. I declare to be in satisfactory health conditions, being physically
well prepared for the competition, without suffering illness, physical defect or injury that may be
aggravated by my participation in this test.
THIRD: I am aware that this type of competition, when it takes place in a public building, with
people who can have access, entails an additional risk for the participants. Therefore, I attend of
my own will and initiative, assuming the risks and consequences arising from my participation.
FOURTH: That I authorize the Medical Services of the test, to practice any cure or diagnostic test
that I might need, whether or not I am able to request it; before their requirements I promise to
abandon the test if they consider it necessary for my health.
FIFTH: That I participate voluntarily and under my own responsibility in the test. Therefore, I
exonerate or exempt from any responsibility the Organization, collaborator, sponsor and any
other participants, for any physical or material damage and, therefore, WAIVER to file a
complaint or lawsuit against them.
SIXTH. That, I authorize the Organization of the test to use any photograph, filming or recording
that I take as long as it is exclusively related to my participation in this event.
SEVENTH: That because of the foregoing, I assume exclusive and personal responsibility for the
risks that participation in this event generates, and therefore I expressly renounce to denounce
the Hotel Bali and the Organizer, and all sponsors and collaborating companies and all personnel
involved with these institutions and collaborating companies, for cause or occasion of my
participation in the aforementioned event.
As a consequence of the above, I am solely responsible for the results arising from my failure to
comply with the instructions and guides prescribed by the organizers of the test.

I am aware of and agree to

En ____________, a ____ de ______________ 2019

